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[Intro Music]

Bronywn Lamond 0:07
Hi, and welcome to the accidental intellectual, a podcast where we talk to people working in health
related fields and get to know the human behind the expert. Today you're hearing from me, Bronwyn
Lamond and Ariana Simone.

Ariana Simone 0:20
In today's episode we had the pleasure of sitting down with Dr. LaRon Nelson. We asked Dr. Nelson to
briefly introduce himself.

Dr. LaRon Nelson 0:28
Hello, I am LaRon Nelson, I am a nurse, a public health nurse and a family nurse practitioner. I'm also a
scientist at St. Michael's Hospital, and a Professor of Nursing at Yale University. I study HIV research in
black communities, mostly in the United States and Canada, but also communities in Ghana, West
Africa.

Ariana Simone 0:52
We really enjoyed chatting with Dr. Nelson. We hope you enjoy this episode as much as we did.

Bronwyn Lamond 1:04
Welcome to the Accidental Intellectual. We're so excited to have you on the show today. We'd like to
start by asking you some rapid fire questions, just for fun. Tell us the first thing that comes to your mind.
Okay, read the book or watch the movie?

Dr. LaRon Nelson 1:17
Watch a movie.

Bronwyn Lamond 1:19
Okay.

Ariana Simone 1:20
Card game or board game?

LaRon Nelson 1:22
Card game.

Ariana Simone 1:23
Nice.
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Bronwyn Lamond 1:24
Forest or beach?

LaRon Nelson 1:25
Forest

Bronwyn Lamond 1:26
Me too

Ariana Simone 1:27
I have to say all three answers have been not what I expected! [laugh] Okay, would you rather be too
warm, or too cold?

Dr. LaRon Nelson 1:35
Too warm.

Bronwyn Lamond 1:37
Yeah, we don’t - we're sitting in Canada right now with uh, covered in snow, so I get that right now
[laugh]. Paper agenda or electronic calendar?

LaRon Nelson 1:47
Oh, um electronic calendar. That was a hard one.

Ariana Simone 1:53
[laugh] I use a mix of both. So I get that. Um, would you rather have a live-in massage therapist or
live-in chef?

LaRon Nelson 2:03
Chef.

Bronwyn Lamond 2:05
Yeah, me too,  no question. That's my easiest one always! Would you rather be able to fly or turn
invisible?

LaRon Nelson 2:14
Turn invisible.

Ariana Simone 2:16
Okay and last one: do you prefer writing in one sitting, or breaking it up in small chunks?

LaRon Nelson 2:22
Breaking it up next.

Ariana Simone 2:23
Nice.

Bronwyn Lamond 2:24
[laugh] Yeah, me too.
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Ariana Simone 2:26
So it’s great to have you on the show and we were really interested by your, your sort of career path. We
noticed that you started your career in the military before becoming a nurse. So we’re wondering if you
can tell us a bit about your journey from the Navy to nursing, and how that kind of came to be and how it
shapes what you do now.

LaRon Nelson 2:44
That is a very interesting starting point for this discussion. You know, I went to the Navy because where
I grew up in Savannah, Georgia - and I grew up in I guess, it was a middle class neighborhood, maybe
lower middle class - but there weren't a lot of options for black boys and I was pretty, I mean there were
all these signals that I was probably above average in some ways. Like you know I was on the debate
team, helping us win regional championships at a predominately white high school. It was integrated, but
it was predominantly white. I was elected president of my high school class, senior class, predominantly
white high school. I was homecoming king, which is not academic, but it's still sort of some, some
indicator that this kid might be different from the lot.

Ariana Simone 3:47
For sure.

LaRon Nelson 3:48
And yet my counselor really only told me about being a mechanic, which I was not inclined to do, or
being a, you know, going to school for culinary arts, and I thought well, I was really interested in - I
thought I could work at Waffle House. Waffle House is like this diner, in the South, which I liked, so I
was really kind of like, well I could work at Waffle House. And then, you know what I really wanted to
be, I thought, well if those were my options, maybe I could be a choir director because I was, I liked
music. I was like, I could be a really good choir director but not, not really a robust career choice in that.
So there wasn't really a lot of options on the table for me, but the military was something that a lot of
people did from where I came from. It’s pretty easy to get into, not as many barriers as in the private
sector to black people getting employment, so I joined the military because that was something to do.
And while I was there early on, and I was just sort of the lowest rank you could have which is E-1, just
coming in entry level. I had done some things, things that I thought were retained things, but things that
the leaders thought were kind of extraordinary like, hmm who’s this kid doing these things, innovative
things. And the captain of my ship at the time - I was on an aircraft carrier - he noticed it. And in a series
of sort of interactions, he suggested that I should go to college. He said, ‘what are you doing here,
Nelson?’ and I said, ‘you know, I'm here to serve our country, sir.’ You know this guy's the head person
on the aircraft carrying 5000 people, and I'm like one of the lowest ones, and he's like, ‘no no I don't
mean that. I mean like, why are you here? [laugh] Why aren't you off in the world doing something else?
Why are you sitting at this desk filing my papers’ or whatever I was doing at the time. And it was kind of
like, it was a job. It was a nice thing. It was honorable from where I came from too do this, so I'm doing
this, and he just was like, ‘no, no, you got to get out of here. You got to get out of here and go do
something.’ And so he made this sort of promise. That you know, ‘did you take the SAT before?’.
‘What’s that?’ like ‘Okay, before you got to take the SAT test and you got  to apply to colleges and you
got to go to one, and if you, if you get in, I'll make sure you can get off this ship.’ So that was our deal.
So I was like ‘okay.’ So I took the SAT, did great - you would think my guidance counselor would have
given me that advice, three years ago when I was in high school, but she didn't, or he didn't. So I took it,
I got into school. Actually, I missed an important part of the story. So in order to get off the ship to get
out of the military, you had to take what's called, you could go to college, but the major you chose had to
be one that was going to have some advantage to the military. So I had to take what's called the ASVAB.
ASVAB stands for Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery. It basically lets - it's kind of like what
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ya’ll just did. Ask, asked a bunch of questions. It probably tells you okay here's what this person will be
good at. So, I answered a bunch of questions and they said you could be a lawyer. Here are the two top
things for this person, a lawyer or nurse. And I was like, yeah I'm gonna be a lawyer. And the problem
with that is that you had to get a graduate degree to be a lawyer. And they weren't committing to
graduate school for me. They were committing to undergraduate. So my only option was to become a
nurse, so I thought, I guess that's not bad I could give it a shot. So I said okay, nursing is my major - not
because I wanted it, not because I dreamed about it - because this test said this person should be a nurse.
So, it didn’t make sense to me, but you know I was in the military. I was oriented to taking orders. So, it
didn't have to make sense to me. It was an order. I was going to do it. And I started nursing school, and it
could not have been a more perfect match for who I was and my skills and my intellect. It is one of those
things where the rest was history. So my, my journey to nursing was really the intervention of a senior
military officer who saw a kid with too much potential to be doing what he thought was, was not fully
out actualizing what I could have been. And even though it meant he was going to lose me as an asset to
him, he thought there was something greater that I could be doing. And so that's how I ended up in
nursing, that was the journey.

Bronwyn Lamond 8:39
I'm struck right now by the differences and also similarities between the two experiences with the
guidance counselor and you're - sorry I'm not very good at military terms - but your, your superior. In
one case, limiting your potential, because she saw you in a box, even though you were demonstrating all
these amazing skills and assets, and then in one case, still kind of being put in a box, but in a more
positive way and recognizing the successes. And that's, that's so interesting, I'm glad that it ended up that
nursing is something that you were very passionate about but it's off. It's also, I liked what you said the
options on the table were limited from the get go, which is -

LaRon Nelson 9:26
And I didn’t even know, I didn't even know that that was a problem. I mean, now I can think about all
the ways in which this was really screwed up - structural ways - about what could have been. And not
that those would have been bad endpoints, but there were so many other things I could have done, but
nobody was even oriented to telling me. The person whose job it was to help me understand my options
was not doing it. The person who showed me other ways - it wasn't his job to help me think through
what my life path could be. And yet he did. You know, I tell this story, not often, often but often enough,
particularly because a lot of my work is focused on anti-black racism and critiquing whiteness, which I
understand well, because I grew up in a place where you had to understand it. Or you could not make it
home that evening, or if you want to survive a job or keep a job like you had to know how to not upset
and respond to those things. And so I do that. At the same time, I could point to examples of where, how
I was sort of disadvantaged in that, this process of sort of interacting with whiteness and the ways in
which people who are white identify sort of didn't let that stop them from seeing my humanity. And,
anyway, that's, that's important for me because I do take the way in which black people or people of
color are sort of, or what I say it, structured, or in a path that are sort of structured for them and society,
are done so in a way that advantages white people. And yet, in my experience, much of what has helped
me sort of move through beyond my own agency, and worked at, you know, investing into my own
community, it had been by people who are white who said, you know, I don't, I don't know what their
logic was in their mind, but I know it did not let them, it did not stop them from, you know, supporting a
black kid. Even when they didn’t, they certan, they never had to, and any -  I'm thinking of ten instances
in my head right now. There are people who were just going above and beyond for me and they didn't
have to do it, so -

Ariana Simone 11:55
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Yeah, that's a really awesome story. I'm really glad that you shared the story with us. It’s such a unique
path. And I wonder, you said, you said that you know it's kind of a, ‘the rest is history’ story. And I'm
curious about that ‘rest is history,’ like once you got to your nursing undergraduate degree - I mean we're
aware that you have a PhD in nursing - so kind of how did that come to be from once you got to nursing?

LaRon Nelson 12:21
That's a whole other story, but - so part of my challenge in starting nursing school was I had already been
in the military for almost, for just about four years. And I was starting school with people who had just
come out of high school. So we were on two totally different understandings of the world.

Ariana Simone 12:44
And I'm sure the military matured you a lot.

LaRon Nelson 12:47
Yes, and I stood out like a sore thumb. I mean I think the color of my skin was the first thing that made
me stand out. And my gender. But certainly like I just was, and it was difficult to acculturate to that new
way. And so, anyway, I did it, and there was, I wasn't doing well in class. I was actually doing pretty bad
in class. And, you know, we would get these little envelopes, which are, they’re blue, so you can’t see
what's inside it, but they're blue. So anytime one's in your mailbox someone knows you're failing a class.
So I'm like everybody knows, I’m getting these blue envelopes. I’m  not doing well. I was good in
clinical, but I was doing terrible in class. And so one day, Professor. Jeanne Grace, notoriously mean
professor, you know, and I saw her in the hallway and I was skipping her class because I was kind of
like, ‘why am I going to class to just keep failing?’ So I don't think I even went to her class at this point
this semester. And she saw me. She says, ‘you’re LaRon right?’ ‘Yes.’ ‘So either you're going to come to
class, or you're going to drop it.’ Like, you know, make up your mind. So now, I'm embarrassed because
she says this in the hallway in front of other people so I’m like yup yup, I'm coming to class. And so - so,
I go to class. It’s a research class, and I was like, oh my, this is interesting stuff. And so, so you know, I
go back the next week. That was the only class that was really sort of like, that I could stay awake in.
And so I finished the class. I was doing better in some of my other classes, but by the end of the class,
she came to me, and she said, I need you to go to school to get a PhD. And I said, ‘what?’. I was like, I'm
just barely making it out of this undergrad, as she was like, been around a long time. She said ‘you're the
real deal. You need to get a doctorate’, and I just was like, I'm just happy that I'm gonna leave this place
with a degree, go back home and get a job and be, you know, pride for my family. And because I spent
the last two years on the cusp of failing every single semester - and she was saying, well look how you
did this semester. She said there was a missing link, and that was the, the understanding, the science
behind what you did. You needed something different to be motivated and engaged in it - it wasn't
enough to - here's the things you have to learn, here’s what you do, like that was not stimulating enough
for me. But it was true. Once I took her research class, everything else was easier for me to do. And it
wasn't that I wasn't smart. It literally was boring me. Like I would go to class and I would just be like, I
can't do this. I couldn't stay awake. And so that changed. And so she talked to some other folks who
engaged me and they were like you got to do it. If Jeanne Grace is saying that, she doesn't give
compliments lightly. And if she said, you should do it, you should do it. And I thought, oh, that's true.
This is Jeanne Grace saying it. Maybe I should apply. And I applied, I mean and I knew I was interested
in research every time, certainly, but I never, had never thought about a research career because I didn't
have a frame of reference for that. Nobody in my family had even gone to college. My dad never even
went to high school. My mom never even finished high school. So like the idea of going to college was
already sort of beyond what anybody in my family could have even imagined. So the idea of getting a
doctorate wasn't, wasn't even something on my radar screen. So that's how I ended up in a PhD program.
And it was great. It was, it was fascinating. I'd already started working as a nurse between my
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undergraduate, between when I graduated and when I started a doctorate program. This is in Rochester,
New York. And just in that short time of working, I was already able to see like gaps in knowledge just
in my research, in my clinical practice. And by the time school started, I even knew what I wanted to
study. And, you know, that's what I studied and I wrote my first grant in an age when I was still a
student. It got funded on the first time and, which was also another indicator, like they said, oh wow, this
guy's going to do far because a big predictor of success in the research is whether or not students are able
to secure this type of grant that I got. So, even though it didn't feel that way, the senior people who have
been around for a long time were like, yep, he's gonna do it. And so that was, that's how I ended up in
research.

Ariana Simone 17:40
Yeah, it's so interesting to me that every point in your career, there was someone who was like, urging
you to do something.

LaRon Nelson 17: 48
It's amazing. You know, I take mentoring very seriously. I mentor many mentees. And so, I gotta find a
way to redistribute that workload. But I just imagine if people had just not paid attention to me. I mean
the stories I have are, are - it’s interesting - are accidental. Right, people will just kind of stop and say
hey, what's going on over here. And then decided to do something about it. And I just thought, what if
she was just extra busy that day. She just had - she was rushing to a meeting - and she didn't take time to
stop and say, come to class. Or, if Captain Fey, was just like we got, we running this mission, I don’t
have time to stop and talk to this E-1 over here. It’s that there were people who paid attention, and then
decided to do something. And honestly, I see people now, in this role, where I'm very busy. And I say,
wow look at that person who's like, doesn't even realize how their greatness - and I have to catch myself
and say stop what you're doing, and you go over there and you say, ‘don't worry, you can do this. It'll
happen. Here’s what you might need to do. Here's my card. Call me.’  And people are stunned, like, Oh
my God, LaRon, Professor Nelson came over here. And it's because that's what people did for me. And
most people don't understand it. Like they see my name and they see the papers and they see that and
they think, my parents came from Harvard and I grew up on Cambridge campus and, you know, that is
not the story, and a main reason why I've been fortunate enough to, to have had the career so far that I've
had, was really because there were people who just - this is my understanding of it - who paid attention
and who didn’t just say no, it’s nice, this guy over there is really smart. But to go over there and say push
you along, take you, help you get to the next level. So that you’re right. Every story I'll probably tell you
today will be a story where somebody turned me around a little bit. No, no, just pivot here. And that's
really how it's been.

Bronwyn Lamond 20:04
I think that's really important to, to note, like, Ariana and I are both training to be school psychologists,
and we hear over and over from from parents or teachers how the student is just not engaged. And I think
when we delve a little bit deeper, there's something there that's going on. I don't know. I never find that a
lack of engagement is actually a lack of engagement. It's either barriers for whatever reason, or like you
said being bored in class or, or things like food insecurity or all these other things that can affect what we
see as engagement and so I think it's a good lesson to more senior or more accomplished people to really
pay attention to those students, and try to recognize these things because there can be a lot more going on
than we think so. I think that's a really fabulous lesson and I noticed on your, your CV that we've
managed to dig up that you did have a lot of mentees. And I think that, that now that you told this story
that makes a lot of sense.

LaRon Nelson 21:05
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It's hard to not see it. It's hard to not want to get it. It’s one of the things that is easier for me to do. It’s
like, come on, I got something for you, like I do - one of my labs is at St. Michael's Hospital. And you
know, I have people who are research assistants, some we hire to do research, who will tell you, I can
never imagine that I would be here, at a research institute, doing research funded by CIHR, the Canadian
Institute of Health Research. And the truth is, it is possible that they may never have done it, because
they were kind of just like me. They were following the path that was already laid out for them. They
just sort of just running it, versus me saying no, you could, you know I heard somebody talk about
somebody that said oh that's, you sound like somebody who might end up being a scientist, and they
kind of laugh. It’s like, does that interest you. Yeah, but you know I was, I said well you know, I run a
lab at St. Michael’s I think you should come. Like, we'll teach you, if you're interested. We'll build your
capacity, and you know, many of them are terrified. Like the idea of stepping into that is scary. And then
they do. They're scared to speak. They're scared to share ideas because they think it’s dumb. I totally
understand that there are times I said nothing, because I was terrified of even when I would hear ideas
that I didn't understand, I thought, wow they must be really brilliant because that doesn't make any sense
to me but clearly they know that. And now I realized that sometimes people say things because they are
just oriented to talking, and it doesn't even have to be making the most sense and that I had to learn how
to allow myself to sort of believe in my thoughts that they have value. And I see that in the folks that we
bring in to mentor, and I almost can't help it. It's almost, it's not like it's a burden. But I do feel - I think I
feel compelled to do it. I want to say compelled. I don't feel coerced. But I do feel that I can't help
myself.

Ariana Simone 23:17
Like a guiding force.

LaRon Nelson 23:18
Yeah, yeah. And I hope they'll do the same thing. I will tell you I had an instance where one of my
mentees who's now a physician is mentoring another young person who wants to be a physician. And so
I could kind of like step back and like sort of watch. And then he tells the story is how I met Dr. Nelson.
I was a student at UofT and in his you know program, and we were at this meeting together - and you’re
just kind of watching. So like, you know, he's a guy who's going to pay attention to other people. And
when he sees he's going to do something, and that's -

Brownyn Lamond 23: 54
And it keeps kind of going.

LaRon Nelson 23:55
Yeah, yeah.

Bronwyn Lamond 23: 57
So speaking of St. Michael's Hospital here in Toronto, your research currently, I believe, spans three
countries: the U.S., Canada and Ghana. Can you tell us a little bit more about how you became involved
in this research across three different nations, the process of developing these collaborations. Because I
think that's pretty unique.

LaRon Nelson 24:19
Yes, my work in Canada started when I got my first job after my PhD was at University of Toronto. So
that's where I came to after I graduated and I - so I started working in building a program of making
partnerships in the community here, so I never really stopped doing that. When I moved back to the U.S.
I started a program there, but I never stopped what I was doing in Canada. It's hard to. It's hard to turn it
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off. So that was, that was one thing. I was in a new place, so I had to start over and build something else,
but I refused to shut off what I started in Canada. So I was just gonna do it simultaneously. Now, Ghana
is a more interesting story. It's a story too, so buckle your seatbelts. So I went to a conference in Ghana.
with, it was called ASWAD, The Association for the Study of the Worldwide African Diaspora. So
ASWAD is this conference, mostly humanities and social sciences, but they have it every year one place
in Africa - one year and in outside of Africa, the opposite year. So this year, they were going to have the
conference in Ghana, and I never been, you know. I didn't work in social science or humanities, but
someone called me. I think it was Marlon Bailey who's, he’s an ethnographer. He called me and this
other professor Leo Wilton, who's a psychologist. And we all do work in HIV. And Leo also does work
in Africana Studies. And he said, do you know ASWAD is in Ghana this year? And I was like, no. And
he was like, did you know a big focus on HIV? It’s like, no, okay. He’s like, there's nothing in the
program about gay men. How can you be talking about HIV in the African diaspora and not be talking
about gay men? Like it's not like we have to be something - Marlon is very activist. And so what do you
want to do? He’s like, so we got to go there. And we got to like make a scene. We got to like do
something We got to put out an action.

Ariana Simone 26:33
Yeah, that seems striking, striking - even to someone who's not in the field at all. I'm just like, what, how
is it not in there?

LaRon Nelson 26:37
Yeah so it wasn't there. So we had a plan to go do something. I don’t know what we were going to do but
we bought tickets. We were going to go to Ghana to do something. Somehow or another, the organizers
invited us to give a talk. Maybe they just, let's, let's direct this energy, in a way that will probably be
productive. So we got a spot on the program, and we went to Ghana. Gave our talk. It was filled with
people. We thought nobody would show up, but the room was standing room only. We had some people
who were making, you know, absurd academic arguments about gayness and sexuality and - well
anyway we did it. We did what we came for. We gave our talk. Later that night at a hotel, the security
guard comes and he said um there’s a group of  men at the gates demanding this to you. I’m like,
probably not me, because I'm from Canada and I just came for a conference so they're probably looking
for somebody else. So they show my picture. They said, ‘hey, this is you’, like, how are you got my
picture? Yeah, they wanted to see you. So now I'm scared because people are like you got to be careful,
you're going to Ghana. And like you can be sent away. The security guard said I'll go with you, so we
walked up to this gate. And sure enough there's like twelve people at the gate. They didn't let them inside
the hotel complex. And it was, it was the leader was this guy named Mac Darling Cobbinah. And he
said, we heard you gave a talk about gay men, and we need you to work with us. So I said, what? So we
did, he ran an LGBT human rights organization in Ghana. and he said you know we, these guys, are
dying, didn’t have a place to go. We don’t have tools. We don’t have policy mechanisms. We don't really
have behavioral health interventions. Like we need some help. And I was - and so the whole crew - he
brought his whole crew - and they were like, c’mon we need you. And I was like, yeah, I live in Toronto.
I'm just here on giving a talk, I’m leaving in a couple days. And he kind of gave me this look like, really?
Like that's what you did, you came over here to give your little talk and now you're done? And I was like
yeah I’m done. And you know he said - it was the first time I felt American. Even in Toronto I didn't feel
American. I didn't even know what that meant, although I felt foreign in some ways, but I thought
American there because he said, you know what you come here with this passport. That's the only way
you were able to go on that stage and say what you said, and then walk back to your hotel and sit at a
bar, having your drinks. He said nobody in Ghana could have gotten up there and do what you did and
then just go home, just go have some drinks and go back to the hotel room. He said, so you used this
platform to come and do your academic dance or your exercise, and now you finish, and now you're
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going to go home. Meanwhile, the people who you claim to come here and sort of represent and talk
about we're here telling you we're dying right, and you have nothing to say about it? You’re just got to go
back to Canada? And I was convicted like I couldn't, I couldn't stop thinking about that the entire night.
From the time I last - I didn't understand what privilege meant in that way until he just described you
know, it wasn't even a thing to me, what I just done he was trying to help me see the weight of it -

Bronwyn Lamond 29:57
Yeah

LaRon Nelson 29:58
And why the fact that it had gotten so far out that it reached them, and they had to rush here to intercept
me, and that I wasn't interested in engaging with him in that way. And so it was, it tore at me. So I called
them, maybe a week or so later, maybe a couple weeks later and just said, I don't know anything about
Africa, which I didn’t, literally - they didn't teach us that in Savannah, Georgia where I came from. I said
but if you think I can be helpful, we can talk about ways we can try to do some stuff together, and that
was it. So we, we spent a long long time trying to find grant money to do it. But I was, I was really
driven by them. What do ya’ll  want to do, what are you trying to find out? What do you want to study
because I have, I know some technical, scientific skills that I can probably offer to that but I don't know
your community. I don't know this place. And so that was our partnership. So we applied and apply and
people said no gay men in West Africa. Oh I don’t see it; oh it’s too dangerous. Do they even have gay
men in Africa, I mean these are real questions.

Ariana Simone 31: 03
Yeah, yeah.

LaRon Nelson 31:04
And the only thing that helped us was, it was this program called Grand Challenges, and they were, you
know, It was weird because they were - most funding institutions want low risk projects, meaning they
have a high probability of success because you've done work in it for many years and you published on
it, and you have pilot data, and then you can go to the next level. We had none of that. We had, you
know, and this one program we're looking for high risk projects, they were like tell us what is
impossible. Tell us what can't be done, and let us help you do it. And so we said okay we got something
for you. We want to study gay men ,gay Muslim and Christian men, in Ghana, West Africa who are
invisible in a lot of ways because their social networks are, they're not necessarily placed where they go.
We want to identify these networks and work to build prevention programs with them. And they said that
seems pretty outlandish an idea to do. And then this. Congratulations. We'll give you the money. So that
was how we were able to do it. We were like yeah here's something that's pretty impossible. But we think
we can get it done, and it wasn't it wasn't possible from a purely academic standpoint, right? But it was
not impossible, because we had talked to the people who were part of the community. We said, find them
when we find them we're right here, like we are them. So it was a, so that's how I ended up doing work
in Ghana and it really has been some of the most meaningful work I've done. some of the innovations
that I've been credited with forget so sort of celebrated for the way in the U.S. and Canada, the ideas that
we learned, or came up with from understanding the Canadian experience, black, like I’m saying black
people but working with people who don't live in a context where they're the racialized minority. In a
different ways they understand themselves and the way they move from the different logics they work
with. What's so I never, I couldn’t think about the world that way if I just base it on what I learned from
living in Canada and the United States. And so I was able to create new ideas that I could then import if
you will, and export innovation to the west, to say hey y'all there’s some different ways to do this, what
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we’ve been doing is not working and Africa has some answers for you. So that's how I ended up doing
work in Ghana.

Ariana Simone 33:27
That's awesome. And I'm glad, I'm glad we keep prompting you for these stories and buckling up or
seatbelts because they are very much worth it. I love these stories. Um, but I'm just struck by how
probably how grateful, those researchers in Ghana were to have you go in and offer them skills, but not
to kind of impose what you thought was important to be studying and let them guide the research
questions because I think that, you know, not all, but a lot of research done in other nations gets imposed
on on the sort of American North American research questions that we have on those nations and I'm
sure they're, they're really really grateful that they hijacked you at your hotel and made you work with
them.

LaRon Nelson 34: 10
Well you know this is very interesting to sort of research, industrial complex that they are very
sophisticated about. So we've been doing some work there. And I don't know maybe it was a year, or it
might have been more than a year. So we have been spending a lot of time in Ghana going places and
just this one, trying to understand where we are and what this place is. And at one point we were having
a discussion. And at this point, the discussion isn't computing, we’re like, that doesn't make sense to me
because I've been here long enough, and some of what you're saying I'm not seeing, I’ve actually seen
the opposite. I’m seeing things that conflict with what you're saying. So now I'm introducing a hold on.
This doesn't add up. And in this meeting, this guy says they're okay, we can tell them. It was like tell us
what? And they’re like no this it’s okay because, okay, so it's okay. So here's what the real deal is, so
now they’re telling us these stories and I'm like, well wait I've been here for a year, talking to y'all like,
so what have you been giving me for a year, then I, you know Americans come Canadians come, they
want data, so we give them data. Y'all come, y'all got money you got projects, and you want information
you want. We'll give it to you. Now, the truth is more complicated than that so we don't often give you
the truth, because many times when we do that, you then use that to create policies that come back to sort
of haunt us because you can't interpret our truths properly, so we just give you data. It was sort of a
market, they want somebody to answer a survey, and they were doing that. So it astonished me that they
were not that they were playing me, but it was sort of playing me. They didn't know me enough to just
sort of give - I show up and they’re going to just give me their information, like they were saying we'll
give you what you want until you realize now what I really do want to be working together with you, so
that we can be doing something together. That took a year before they actually disclosed to me okay
okay now we can not we can be open and be real with you. So that was something, and since then there
has been this intentionality with them around, saying what do you need, right. So I started out with
saying, how can I help what you're trying to accomplish, and now they say, hey, when I was coming up.
Don't you guys have to do like some process for 10 years so yeah we got to do this I say, How are you
doing with that, how can we help with that. Do you need another study or do you want to, I mean they
were saying. We know you have interest to let us help you meet some of your answers that you need for
your own advancement, without me ever asking, and that's just been the way it's, it is sort of done so now
there are projects that we do, But I think that I'm wanting to do, but not because I impose them, but
because they will say, Aren't you curious about stuff too LaRon? Tell us what you're curious about and
let's, let's do that.

Ariana Simone 37: 05
Yeah it seems like you’ve both mutually benefited from this.

LaRon Nelson 37: 10
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Yeah, yeah. So it has been great.

Bronwyn Lamond 37:13
Awesome. I think we could both probably stay on here for another few hours and listen to you talk about
all your research but I'm mindful that you have a very busy day and we only have so much time left with
you, but something that we, we wanted to talk about was, um we noticed that one of your more current
projects focuses on what's called High Impact Field Based Interventions to Optimize HIV Prevention
specifically among African, Caribbean and black communities in Ontario, so I think being from Ontario,
we are sort of interested in, in how that came to be. we're wondering if you could quickly summarize it
for us and tell us a little bit about that research and maybe it sounds like it might relate to your work in
Ghana as well, I’m not sure.

LaRon Nelson 38:01
Yeah so HiFi is a program of research, not a project per se. So it does also involve Ghana but the one
you're referencing is the work we do in Ontario. So that really is about identifying intervention models
that can reduce disparities related to HIV for black communities, and it is some of it is designed for the
health system, and we really sort of have this, this approach that many of the issues that are, that account
for the inequities we see are not necessarily about the behavior of the individuals. It is about the system -
health systems, social systems. And the way these systems, engage these individuals and structure to
access to employment or not or privilege or not a punishment or not like that. So, we said let's figure out
ways to address impact this system that people have to go to for care and focus less on trying to fix
people who don't have a problem. The problem is these people work in a system that's all designed in
ways that disadvantage them. So that's what we've been, that's what we do in all sites, Ghana, U.S. and
Canada, and but the Canadian focus is squarely on HIV. And it looks at working with some of it is
technologies, supporting care coordination, which is how do you promote continuity and services that
people have to receive. How do we support decision making for clients, for patients who don't often
understand well, who in some kind of health system doesn't allow enough time to really process, what is
the best thing to do or not do. So that's what we're interested in, and a lot of our focus is on how do we
take interventions, clinical interventions like HIV pre-exposure prophylaxis for HIV treatment or HIV
testing, which only has evidence that they work, but how do you make them work for black
communities, it’s not enough to have them on a shelf somewhere, how do we make them work for the
people that need it. Similar the COVID-19 vaccine right, it's great we got vaccines, it’s nice to have vials
stacked up in a pharmacy somewhere. It’s even nicer if people are taking them. And there's structural
barriers, a lot of this stuff happens. So that's what HiFi  is, and we use HiFi, because fail-base really is
like our focus is not on what has happened in the clinic but work that can happen in ways that can
happen with communities. That's what it’s supposed to convey.

Bronwyn Lamond 40:41
I think that psychology could probably learn a lot from this approach, and noting, more often, that it's not
just about the individual it's about the system in which they're living as well so I appreciate that. That
research I think it has a lot to teach us who we come at this from a very psychology focused lens often.

LaRon Nelson 41:02
Well you know one of my mentors is in psychology. Well, several of them, but I use my work is
grounded in self determination theory, which is a social psychological theory, and I learned that from
Jeffrey Williams, who's a psychologist and a family physician at University of Rochester, who studied
under the originators of that theory. So that's kind of guided my work. So, I’m not a psychologist but, but
I do understand psychology, but I do also understand it within the context of a social system. And so I’m
always looking at those two.
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Ariana Simone 41:35
Okay, so just in thinking about wrapping up one kind of last question that we like to ask all our guests, is
whether they have any sort of we call it sage advice for young trainees, people who are early career
professionals just starting out on things that maybe you wish you knew when you were in that position.

LaRon Nelson 41:59
I think that there are times when I didn't speak up about things that I didn't believe in some of what I
said. To a degree, but also I was scared to say some of the things, because I was really worried about
how people would react to it, and the consequences that would mean for me. And it never really helped
me doing that. Like, nobody still gave me, people still, you know, were vicious and, like, there were
times - I should have just said it. I should have just said what was on my mind. I should have just
critiqued that professor, because I believe strongly in it and I didn't say it because I thought, I don’t want
him to sort of come after me, and it came after to me anyway, so I might as well just say what I was
gonna say, and I can think of examples of where I really policed myself as a way to sort of protect my
interests, that's never protected my interests. I just, it just, I just silenced myself, and I wish I hadn't done
it. And I overestimated the risk of doing it. And I think I would let people know to resist the urge to
silence, themselves and to not live in a fantasy that somehow that will make the role easier, it'll just lead
to regret that you, you know, didn't stick up yourself or stand up for some things that you should have.
And the road would have been just as hard. Regardless, I mean that's - I didn't anticipate the question,
but that's what's coming to my mind is, is that's what I would have done differently.

Ariana Simone 43:35
I can really appreciate that advice and even though it was on the spot, you wowed me with that advice.
Really well said.

LaRon Nelson 43:42
Awesome, thank you. This is a great conversation. Y'all, y'all should be like, host a talk show or
something.

Bronwyn Lamond 43:49
Oh thank you!

Ariana Simone 43:50
Oh we’re so flattered. But, yeah no, thank you so much for, for sharing all those stories with us today
and giving us that really nice advice. We've really, really been grateful to have you on our show and it
was wonderful. So thank you.

LaRon Nelson 44:03
You're welcome.

[Interlude Music]

Bronwyn Lamond 44:12
I really enjoyed that episode that we just recorded or the interview we just recorded with Dr Nelson. It
was so lovely for him to make the time to talk to us.

Ariana Simone 44:20
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It was so lovely, and for him to share all his so interesting stories with us. And something that you know
just came to mind is that how much I wished the audience or the listeners could see his facial expressions
during this episode because he's so expressive and I think that added a lot to his stories. But I'm sure
they're still great, in just audio.

Bronwyn Lamond 44:42
Yeah we had that, that benefit on Zoom. And yeah, we were talking during the episode but then also just
you and I talking afterwards about what an interesting path he had to getting where he is now. I think if
you asked him growing up in, in Georgia whether he would be a professor at Yale, he would have no
inclination that that would be a possibility for him.

Ariana Simone 45:08
Yeah, no, it's true. He talked about, like, wanting to be wanting to work at the Waffle House or whatever
it was,  the diner. And I guess just if you don't know what's out there. You don't, you don't dream of it
right? If it's not seen as an option for you, you can't, your mind doesn't even go to that place.

Bronwyn Lamond 45:29
Exactly, and like how, how infuriating it is to hear this story of, for all we can see, a really spectacular
young boy, young man, growing up and being limited because he didn't know that the option exists and it
was never, was never presented to him, based on systemic racism I guess is really probably the only way
to put it. I'm sure there's other factors involved but that just seems so glaring.

Ariana Simone 46:02
Yeah, and hearing - I really loved how he spoke of all the people that paid attention to him, as he put it.
In those, those few people in his life that were paying attention to how spectacular he was and is, and
really urged him to go and do something that was, you know, meeting his potential. And so it's really
nice when it's really nice to hear him reflect on how he now feels compelled to do the same thing for
other people when he sees potential in them. Because, I guess, for someone in not a position of authority,
but for someone who has had a lot of experience and his, you know, made their way up in the field to just
talk to a young person and tell them that they should go and do something beyond what they're doing can
seem like such a simple thing to do, but it seems like it made the world of a difference in Dr. Nelson's
life.

Bronwyn Lamond 46:58
Well yeah, like we all suffer from imposter syndrome regardless of where we come from. Right, well,
maybe not all of us, but I certainly do.

Ariana Simone 47:05
Oh yeah, I certainly do.

Bronwyn Lamond 47:08
[laugh] And, and we talk about it a lot in the show but, but yeah, like hearing those words of affirmation
are invaluable to people. So, especially when you don't come from a background where you think it's a
possibility for yourself, you don't come from that privilege of people telling you that this is what you're
good at.

Ariana Simone 47:38
So, you know when you live in a society that just underestimates your potential inherently.
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Bronwyn Lamond 47:34
Yes. And I think, in line with that, his advice to resist the urge to silence yourself at the end, what, what
powerful advice that is. And something that I think I will take away and think about how that, how I
have done that to myself, how moving forward maybe trying to recognize when that's happening a little
bit more.

Ariana Simone 48:01
Yeah, I agree. And he made the good point that like you know, if I was going to - if I was going to say
something that was going to make my path, you know get thrown off. I did it anyway so I might as well
have just said the thing that I wanted to say,

Bronwyn Lamond 48:17
Right

Ariana Simone 48:18
So that really hit home for me. Just you know when, when you feel like there's something important to
decide and there's an elephant in the room in something that comes up for me is like in a meeting or
something's not being said, but it's really on my mind that I should just go for it and why, why am I
silencing myself.

Bronwyn Lamond 48:37
Yeah, while also keeping in mind that that's really difficult when you're not in a position of power, so
maybe we can keep that in mind as potentially we move into positions of power throughout our career
too.

Ariana Simone 48:47
Absolutely. So many good lessons learned from chatting with Dr Nelson and again just, I'm amazed at
his storytelling abilities so thank you so much for listening and we hope you enjoyed listening to his
stories as much as we did.

[Outro Theme Music]

Lee Propp 49:35
You’ve been listening to the Accidental Intellectual. Our podcast is produced by Holly Boyne, Manon
Feasson, Lauren Goldberg, Bronwyn Lamond, Rachael Lyon, Harrison McNaughton, Stephanie Morris,
Lee Propp, and Ariana Simone. Our theme music is by Alexandra Willett and our branding by Maxwell
McNaughton. You can check us out on Twitter @accidental_pod and on Instagram
@accidentalintellectual. Our website is www.accidentalintellectual.com. We’ll be back next time with
more stories from the humans behind the experts.

[Interlude Music]
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